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Nutanix enterprise cloud platform

Wipro’s next-gen edge managed services 

Enabling enterprises to build a unified 
platform capable of delivering traditional 
and modern application needs through 
IaaS, CaaS, DBaaS, and PaaS at the edge. 

•  Autonomous Lifecycle Management

•  Zero Touch Deployment

•  edgeSecOps

•  Self-healing

•  Flexibility and Agility

Optimum value across edge environments

Solution capabilities

Modernize legacy 

edge IT with HCI

Programmable 
edge infrastructure 

with cloud like 
capabilities

Centrally managed 
intelligent edge 

operations for simplified 
edge IT management

Globally unified 
platform for diverse 

edge requirement

Nutanix and Wipro’s joint offering combines deep industry experience and infrastructure
and application expertise, empowering enterprises with next-gen edge solutions.

Wipro BoundaryLess Universal Edge powered by Nutanix (nBLUE), a collaborated solution between Wipro and 
Nutanix, delivers fully managed Edge-as-a-Service. The architectural framework is built on Nutanix Cloud 
Infrastructure, Cloud Manager, and Wipro ServiceTheater.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading 
technology services and consulting 
company focused on building 
innovative solutions that address 
clients’ most complex digital 
transformation needs. Leveraging  
our holistic portfolio of capabilities  
in consulting, design, engineering, 
and operations, we help clients 
realize their boldest ambitions       

and build future-ready, sustainable 
businesses. With over 250,000 
employees and business partners 
across 66 countries, we deliver          
on  the promise of helping our 
customers, colleagues, and 
communities thrive in an 
ever-changing world.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com
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About Wipro 

Key benefits

A modern enterprise solution for a boundaryless world.

Lower TCO and 
cost amortization 

through Edge 
Shared Services

30% efficiency in 
Edge ITops

Faster time to 
market through Zero 

Touch rollout and 
edge application 

marketplace

70% easier 
management

63% lower cost to 
power, cooling and 

real estate

At Wipro, we believe in harnessing the power of technology to drive progress and make a positive impact on the 
world. With over three decades of experience, we have established ourselves as a leading provider of digital, 
technology, consulting, and business process services. Our innovative solutions and deep industry expertise help 
enterprises transform and thrive in a rapidly changing world. 

Join us on our journey to shape a better future. Together, let's unleash the power of innovation and make a 
sustainable impact.

To learn how Wipro BoundaryLess Universal Edge powered by Nutanix (nBLUE) can enable your enterprise to 
propel innovation at the edge, get in touch with our experts at info@wipro.com

Key Features

Zero Touch provisioning Hybrid/Multicloud 
capabilities at edge

Built-in security and 
advanced Zero Trust 
security options

Support for VMs and 
containers at edge on 
the same platform

Business and IT 
market place

Global edge lifecycle 
management


